
 

The music of Portugal in videos 

harps, drums and tamboura I sound and clash inside myself. All I hear is the 
symphony. The Book of Disquiet... (Fernando Pessoa) 

Portuguese have a reputation for making the most melancholic music in the World. In 
fact, they have a specific word (saudade) to express a particular feeling, a mix of 
nostalgia, sadness, love and emptiness. 

Dulce Pontes has a powerful and awesome voice.  The two first vídeos are the Canção 
do mar ("Sea song"),the first is a presentation of Lisbon and surrondings and the 
second is the song translated into English.It is considered the  best portuguese  song. 

 As with all emotions, saudade has been an inspiration for many songs and 
compositions. "Sodade" (saudade) in Cape Verdean Creole  is the title of 
the  singer Cesária Évora`s most famous song in the fourth vídeo 

Deolinda is a project from Lisbon (Portugal) inspired by fado and its traditional roots in 
order to create original songs based on Portuguese traditional and popular music. 
It came to life in 2006, by the hands of 4 young musicians with diverse musical 
backgrounds and experiences (such as classical music, jazz, ethnical and traditional 
music), searching to recreate a sound rooted in popular music through the crossing of 
different musical languages.They sing with great sense of humour. 

Fado is the most well-known traditional genre and its most renowned singer is Amália 

Rodrigues.In vídeo number 6 we can hear two  fado songs  by her while the history of 
fado is being told. Marisa in the next video  whith Chuva (Rain). 

The nostalgic  fado, has that sadness, that nostalgic mood, melted or not with many 
Portuguese melodies and/or rhythms. And perhaps that nostalgy is a fundamental 
characteristic of the Portuguese way of being. 

The lyrics of the Sérgio Godinho songs  are absolutely brilliant, they're beautiful . He 
is a  poet, composer, and singer  and is one of the most influential popular and 
ideological musicians in Portugal. He's often considered the greatest name of the 
Portuguese popular music, after Zeca Afonso, even if their music styles are quite 
different, Sérgio Godinho songs are often more of an urban style . 

Clã is a pop-rock band of a mixed nature in terms of style, ranging from moments of 
pure balladry, through jazzy details, to enthusiastic pop songs. They are  regarded as 
one of the best Portuguese band(vídeo number 10)VandQuinta do Bill (Bill's Farm in 
English) is a Portuguese Celtic Folk--rock musical group and they are very good (vídeo 
number 11). 
 Madredeus,(video number 12) a Portuguese musical group which is the main cult 
band among Portuguese middle class.Their songs turned Madredeus into the major 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cape_Verdean_Creole


international ambassadors of Poruguese music since Amália.One of the main purposes 

of the band was to construct a modern version of Portuguese music, based on a 
erudite recycling of fado. 
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 MUSIC : THE SOUL OF THE PEOPLE 
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